
Yellow/Red Circuit Derryrush. Nice circuit of easy problems in a beautiful lakeside setting. Bring a 
tarp and save for windy day. There might be an access issue here in future so keep a low profile. 

Drive towards derryrush. Park after Rosmuc school before you reach turn for Pearses cottage, on 
right side of road at forest. Walk up forestry track north for about 5 minutes. 
1: After trees, boulder behind fence on right. Short problem up groove. 5
Walk down track another 2 minutes, two boulders behind fence.
2: Whale boulder (see below), low start on ledge, use toe hook to go up, short but nice. 5
There is an unclimbed problem to the right, using the diagonal edge .

3: Slab opposite.  4



Walk west from here for 50m
4: Traverse around the lip, with or without the flake for feet 5. 

Keep walking to the next group of boulders by the lake. There is a huge overhang, but doesnt seem 
to be any holds.
5: On smaller boulder behind the big one, climb the arete, 4. 
6: Friction slab on the right, with the arete, nice topout, 5. 



7: Climb the crack on the right of the overhang, 4, see below. 
8: Hang on jug on left of overhang, rock over onto arete. 5+ without topping out. Top needs a clean 
and landing slopes away a bit. 

On the back of this boulder there is a problem I didnt manage going left from this hold: 



From here walk towards corner of forest to pyramid shaped boulder. 
9. Slab on the right with arete, 6a. Nice, but rock a little sharp.

The right and left arete are projects. 

Walk southwest, and there is a triangular boulder you can see form road. 
10: Traverse the top, 4+. 

Walk west from here and there are lots of tall slabby outcrops. Climb whatever looks good, landings 
are good bog. 

Other boulders here: 
At the oroginal track kepp going straight, there is an obvious arete staron boulder over stream and 
past the fence. More boulders down to the left, and massive one I haen't been to off the right. 

At the next turn after Pearses cottage, take a right into Inbhear. Park at abandoned cottage on right. 
Walk accross bog west to a group of boulders with trees on top. There is split boulder with a nice 
arete and a few other things, but it all needs a clean. 


